CHASE
ICELAND AND GREENLAND

Natural wonders of Iceland and Greenland make these lands a treasure trove for exploration. Entering glacial and verdant landscapes combined with scenes of the Northern Lights are perfect for magical and new discoveries in your 2022 travels.

CAPTAIN’S CHOICE CALLS

Destinations at and around Svalbard are weather dependent and subject to change. The Captain along with the expedition team’s expertise and flexibility will select the ultimate locations depending on the local conditions, wildlife sightings and guest safety. This area may include kayaking, glacier hiking, spotting polar bears, walrus, bearded and ringed seals, Arctic foxes, reindeer and some of the largest whales on the planet. Destinations and sites may include: Pyramiden, Isfjorden, Forlandsundet, PoolePynten, Krossfjorden, Lillhöök Glacier, Smeerenburg, Fuglesangen, Monaco Glacier, Wildsfjorden, Moffen, Hinlopenstretet, Parry Bank, Phippsøya Seven Islands, Kong Karls Basin, Alkefjellet Heyleysundet, Boltodden, Bellsund & Calypsobyen.

ALL INCLUSIVE ALL THE WAY

Atlas Ocean Voyages takes every aspect of your journey into account, including roundtrip commercial airfare, a choice of complimentary land excursions in every port and exclusively offering only Balcony and Suite accommodations... plus everything in between. And it all happens on the brand-new World Navigator, purpose-built for adventure and designed for a safe, intimate and seamless experience.

FOR A QUOTE OR MORE INFORMATION, CALL YOUR PREFERRED TRAVEL ADVISOR OR OUR VOYAGE SPECIALISTS AT 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527) OR VISIT ATLASOCEANVOYAGES.COM